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  PART A 

I.  

1. The nominal volume swept by the working piston when traveling from one dead centre to the other is called the displacement 

volume. It is expressed in terms of cubic centimetre (cc) and given by       
2. Main circuits of a carburettor are 

(i)Float circuit (ii). Idling and slow speed circuit (iii).Cruising circuit (iv)High speed circuit (v). Accelerating pump circuit (vi). Choke 

circuit 

3. Fuel injector is also known as nozzle, atomizer or fuel valve. Its function is to inject the fuel in the cylinder in properly atomized 

form and in proper quantity. 

4. Different types of lubrication systems are 

i. Petroil system 

ii. Splash system 

iii. Pressure system 

iv. Semi pressure system 

v. Dry sump system 

5. Functions of radiator pressure cap are 

i. Prevents coolant loss 

ii. Maintains constant cooling system pressure 

iii. Eliminates vacuum, that occurs during cooling down 

iv. Prevents entry of impurities in the cooling system 

PART B 

I.  

1.  

SL  NO DESCRIPTION SI ENGNES CI ENGINES 

1 Basic cycle Otto cycle or constant volume heat addition cycle Diesel cycle or constant pressure heat Addition 
cycle. 

2 Fuel Gasoline, a Volatile fuel. Self- highly ignition 
temperature is high 

Diesel oil, a non- volatile fuel self-ignition 
temperature is comparatively low 

3 Introduction of fuel A gaseous mixture of fuel and air is introduced 
during the suction stroke. A carburetor is 
necessary to provide the mixture. 

Fuel is injected directly into the combustion chamber 
at high pressure at the end of the compression 
stroke. A fuel pump injector and are necessary. 

4 Load control Throttle controls the quantity of mixture 
introduced 

The quantity of fuel is regulated in the pump. Air 
quantity is not controlled. 

5 Ignition Requires an ignition system with spark plug in 
the combustion chamber. The Primary voltage is 
Provided by a battery or a magneto. 

Self-ignition occurs Due to high temperature of air 
because of the high compression. Ignition system 
and spark plug are not necessary. 

6 Compression ratio Up to 11. Upper limit is fixed by antiknock quality 
of the fuel. 

14 to 22. Upper limit is limited By weight increase of 
the engine. 

7 Speed Due to light weight and also due to 
homogeneous combustion, they are high speed 
engines 

Due to heavy weight and 
also due to heterogeneous 
combustion, they are low speed engines 

8 Thermal efficiency Because of the lower CR, the maximum value of 
thermal efficiency that can be obtained is lower. 

Because of higher CR, the maximum value of 
thermal efficiency that can be obtained is higher 

9 Weight  Lighter due to lower peak pressures. Heavier due to, higher peak pressures. 

 

2.  
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L-HEAD - the intake and the exhaust valves are both located on the same side of the piston and cylinder. The valve operating 

mechanism is located directly below the valves, and one camshaft actuates both the intake and the exhaust valves. 

I-HEAD - The intake and the exhaust valves are both mounted in a cylinder head directly above the cylinder. This arrangement 

requires a tappet, a pushrod, and a rocker arm above the cylinder to reverse the direction of valve movement. Although this 

configuration is the most popular for current gasoline and diesel engines, it being superseded by the overhead camshaft. 

Rapidly 

F-HEAD- The intake valves are normally located in the head, while the exhaust valves are located in the engine block. The 

intake valves in the head are actuated from the camshaft through tappets, pushrods, and rocker arms. The exhaust valves are 

actuated directly by tappets on the camshaft. 

T-HEAD- The intake and the exhaust valves are located on opposite sides of the cylinder in the engine block, each requires their 

own camshaft. 

SINGLE OVERHEAD CAMSHAFT- The camshaft is located in the cylinder head. The intake and the exhaust valves are both 

operated from a common camshaft. The valve train may be arranged to operate directly through the lifters, as shown in view A, 

or by rocker arms, as shown in view B. This configuration is becoming popular for passenger car gasoline engines. 

DOUBLE OVERHEAD CAMSHAFT- When the double overhead camshaft is used, the intake and the exhaust valves each 

operate from separate camshafts directly through the lifters. It provides excellent engine performance and is used in more 

expensive automotive applications. 

3.  
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Working: 

This is a diaphragm type of pump as shown in Figure. The diaphragm used is made out of high-grade cotton impregnated with 

synthetic rubber. The valves are made of Bakelite, which being lighter, keeps the inertia stresses minimum.  

The drive for the pump is taken from camshaft by means of an eccentric overcam ,The eccentric operates rocker arm which in 

turn pushes the diaphragm up and down. Downward movement of the diaphragm causes vacuum in the chamber which causes 

the inlet valve to open and the fuel then goes through the strainer to the chamber. The next upward movement of the diaphragm 

causes the while to the inlet valve to close the outlet valve opens and the fuel goes out to the carburettor float chamber. 

When the float chamber of the carburettor is completely filled up, there is no need of pumping more fuel till some of it is 

consumed. But if the engine continues to run at light load, the camshaft will be running all the time and if no other means are 

provided, the pump will build up excessive pressures which may damage the pump itself. To avoid this, however, the connection 

between the rocker and the pull rod is made flexible and the float chamber is full, the diaphragm is not operated though the 

camshaft is running all the time. 

4.  

 

The principle of working of a mechanical governor may be explained with the help of Figure shown. Two spring-loaded weights 

are mounted on the governor shaft which gets drive from the engine. At one end, the bell crank levers carry balls whereas their 

other ends touch the lower surface of the flange of a sleeve on the governor shaft. As the engine speed increases the centrifugal 

force due to the weights acts against the spring tension. Once the former exceeds the later, the weights fly apart, causing the 

other ends of the bell crank levers to raise the sleeve and hence operating the control lever in the downward direction which 

further actuates the control rack on the fuel injection pump in a direction which reduces the amount of fuel delivered and hence 

decreases the engine speed. In the same way, the amount of fuel delivery is increased when the engine speed tends to 

decrease.  

Thus, the spring tension can be so adjusted as to actuate the control гаck for decrease in Fuel delivery at some maximum 

speed. Below this maximum speed, the control rack on injection pump may be directly operated by the driver through 

accelerator pedal and linkage with provision to override the driver control at maximum speed which is limited by the amount of 

spring, the tension. Such governor is called maximum speed governor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  
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6. Desirable properties of lubricating oil are 

a. Viscosity. It is an important property of lubricating oil. Viscosity is inversely proportional to temperature. Therefore a 

good lubricant should have approximately the same viscosity at all the temperatures.  

b. Specific gravity. This property represents the density of the oil which is measured by a hydrometer. The standard of 

this density has been recommended by American Petroleum Institute, which is indicated by the symbol API-gravity  

c. Flash point and Fire point. The flash point is the lowest temperature at which the oil flash when light tilted on its 

surface. If this oil is further heated then a temperature at which it begins to burn is called fire point. Therefore these 

points of lubricating oil must be sufficiently high so that it may not flash or burn during service. 

d. Pour point: It is the lowest temperature at which the lubricant can be poured. This point can be varied by putting 

certain additives into the oil. Thus the oil having lower pour points are being used in cold countries, whereas of higher 

pour points in hot countries. 

e. Resistance against carbon formation. 

f. Resistance against oxidation. 

g. Resistance against corrosion and rust formation. 

h. Resistance against foaming. 

i. Resistance against pressure. 

j. Cleanliness 

7. In cold climates there is always a danger that the water in the cooling system may get frozen. As the volume of water when 

converted into ice increases by about 10%, this may result in the damage of the entire system. Water freezing in the cylinder 

block or cylinder head could expand enough to crack the block or head. Water freezing in the radiator could split the radiator 

seams. In either case, there is serious damage. A cracked block or head cannot be repaired satisfactorily. A split radiator is hard 

to repair. To avoid this some additives are used, which when mixed with water in suitable proportions, lower the freezing point of 

water. Such additives are called antifreezes and the solution thus formed becomes antifreeze solution. Even for hot climates the 

use of antifreeze has the incidental advantage that boiling point of the cooling water is also raised. 

The requirements of on antifreeze may be enumerated as: 

a. It should be thoroughly miscible with water and should present the freezing of the coolant drawn to the lowest ambient 

temperatures 

b. It should not have any corrosive action on system components, especially the radiator hose pipes 

c. Its boiling point should be high so that there is minimum loss due to evaporation and the coolant can operate higher 

temperature 

d. It should not deposit any foreign matters in the jackets, hose pipes or radiator core 

e. It should have high specific heat capacity so as to be comparable to the specific heat capacity of the coolant  

f. It should not be inflammable and its flash point should be the maximum possible operating temperature. 

g. Its viscosity should not be excessive so that the circulation is not affected. 

h. It should be readily miscible with corrosion inhibitor and anti-sealing compounds. 

The anti-freezes most commonly used are wood alcohol (methyl alcohol), denatured alcohol (ethyl alcohol), glycerine, 

ethylene glycol etc. 

II.  

a.  
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Figure shows a typical valve-timing diagram. In this diagram, the exhaust valve starts to open at 47 degrees before 

BDC on the power stroke. It stays open until 21 degrees after TDC on the intake stroke. This gives more time for the 

exhaust gases to leave the cylinder. By the time the piston reaches 47 degrees before BDC on the power stroke, the 

combustion pressures have dropped considerably. Little power is lost by giving the exhaust gases this extra time to 

leave the cylinder. In similar manner, the intake valve starts to open at 12 degrees before TDC and remains open for 

56 degrees past BDC after the intake stroke. This gives additional time for air-fuel mixture to flow into the cylinder. 

 The exhaust valve closes 21 degrees after the intake valve opens in Fig. This provides an overlap of 33 degrees 

during which both valves are open at the same time. Most automotive engines have valve overlap during the end of 

the exhaust stroke and the beginning of the intake stroke. Then the exhaust gases are moving rapidly from the 

cylinder into the exhaust port. Holding the exhaust valve open well past TDC after the exhaust stroke gives the gases 

more time to leave. At the same time, starting to open the intake valve before TDC on the exhaust stroke gives the 

incoming air-fuel mixture a "headstart" toward entering the cylinder. 

b.  

 

This type is very extensively used now (in I and F head engines). The cam operates the valve liner which in turn 

actuates the push rod. The push rod further operates the rocker arm about a shaft- rocker arm shaft, which actuates 

the valve. In this mechanism the valve tappet clearance is between the rocker arm and valve stem. It is adjusted by 

means of an adjusting screw on the rocker arm end that contacts the push rod 

PART C 

III.  

a.  
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Intake Stroke or Induction: The piston travels from TDC to BDC. During this period the inlet valve open and exhaust 

valve closed. This creates an increasing volume, which in turn creates a vacuum. The resulting pressure difference 

and as a result, the air fuel mixture to be pushed into the cylinder.  

Compression Stroke. The piston travels from BDC to TDC with all valves closed. This compresses the air-fuel 

mixture, raising both the pressure and temperature in the Cylinder. Near the end of the compression Stroke, the Spark 

plug is fired and combustion is initiated. 

 Expansion Stroke or Power Stroke: With all valves closed, the high pressure created by the combustion process 

pushes the piston away from TDC. This is the stroke which produces the work output of the engine cycle. As the 

piston travels from TDC to BDC, cylinder volume is increased, causing pressure and temperature to drop. 

 Exhaust Stroke: With the exhaust valve remaining open, the piston now travels from BDC to TDC in the exhaust 

stroke. This pushes most of the remaining exhaust gases out of the cylinder into the exhaust system at about 

atmospheric 

b. Classifications of Engines 

1. Spark Ignition (Sl). An SI engine starts the combustion process in each cycle by use Of a spark plug. The 

spark plug gives a high-voltage electrical discharge between two electrodes which ignites the air-fuel 

mixture in the combustion chamber surrounding the plug. In early engine development. before the invention 

of the electric spark plug, many forms Of torch holes were used to initiate combustion from an external 

flame. 

2. Compression Ignition (CI). The combustion process in a CI engine starts when the air-fuel mixture self-

ignites due to high temperature in the combustion chamber caused by high compression. 

3. Four-Stroke Engines. A four-stroke engine experiences four piston movements for the completion of one 

cycle of operation. That is one power stroke is obtained in two revolutions of the crank shaft. 

4. Two-Stroke Engines. A two-stroke engine has two piston movements for the completion of one cycle of 

operation. That is one power stroke is obtained in one revolutions of the crank shaft. 

5. Reciprocating. Engine has one or more cylinders in which pistons reciprocate back and forth. The 

combustion chamber is located in the closed end of each cylinder. Power is delivered to a rotating output 

crankshaft by mechanical linkage with the pistons. 

6. Rotary. Engine is made of a block (stator) built around a large non-concentric rotor and crankshaft. The 

Combustion chambers are built into the non-rotating block. 

7. Single Cylinder. Engine has one cylinder and piston connected to the crankshaft. 

8. In-Line. Cylinders are positioned in a straight line, one behind the other along the length of the crankshaft. 

They can consist of 2 to 11 cylinders or possibly more. In-line four- cylinder engines are very common for 

automobile and other applications. In-line six and eight cylinders are historically common automobile 

engines. In-line engines are sometimes called straight (e.g., straight six or straight eight). 

9. V Engine. Two banks of cylinders at an angle with each other along a single crankshaft. The angle between 

the banks of cylinders can be anywhere from 15
0
 to 120

0
, with 60

0
-90

0
 being common. V engines have even 

numbers of cylinders from 2 to 20 or more. V6s and V8s are common automobile engines, with V12s and V 

10s (historic) found in some luxury and high-performance vehicles. 

10. Opposed Cylinder Engine. Two banks of cylinders opposite each Other on a single crankshaft. These are 

Common on small aircraft and some automobiles with an even number of cylinders from two to eight or 

more. These engines are often called flat engines. 

11. W Engine. Same as a V engine except with three banks of cylinders on the same crankshaft. Not common, 

but some have been developed for racing automobiles, both modern and historic. Usually 12 cylinders with 

about a 60
0
 angle between each bank. 
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12. Opposed Piston Engine. Two pistons in each cylinder with the combustion chamber in the centre between 

the pistons. A single-combustion process causes two power strokes at the same time, with each piston 

being pushed away from the centre and delivering power to a separate crankshaft at each end of the 

cylinder. Engine output is either on two rotating crankshafts or on one crankshaft incorporating complex 

mechanical linkage. 

13. Radial Engine. Engine with pistons positioned in a circular plane around the central crankshaft- The 

connecting rods of the pistons are connected to a master rod which, in turn, is connected to the crankshaft. 

A bank of cylinders on a radial engine always has an odd number of cylinders ranging from 3 to 13 or more. 

Operating on a four-stroke cycle, every other cylinder fires and has a power stroke as the crankshaft 

rotates, giving a smooth operation. Many medium- and large- size propeller-driven aircraft use radial 

engines. For large aircraft. Two or more banks of cylinders are mounted together, one behind the other on a 

single crankshaft, making one powerful, smooth engine. Very large ship engines exist with up to 54 

cylinders, six banks of 9 cylinders each 

IV.  

a. Simple Carburettor: 

The function of a carburettor is to vaporize the petrol (gasoline) by means Of engine suction and to supply the 

required air and fuel (petrol) mixture to the engine cylinder. During the suction stroke, air flows from atmosphere into 

the cylinder. As the air passes through the venturi, velocity of air increases and its pressure falls below the 

atmosphere. The pressure at the nozzle tip is also below the atmospheric pressure, the pressure on the fuel surface of 

the fuel tank is atmospheric. Due to which a pressure difference is created, which causes the flow of fuel through the 

fuel jet into the air stream. As the fuel and air pass ahead of the venturi, the fuel gets vaporized and required uniform 

mixture is supplied to the engine, 

 

Float chamber: The level of fuel in the float chamber is maintained slightly below the tip of the nozzle. If the level of 

petrol is above then the petrol will run from the nozzle and drip from the carburettor. If the petrol level is kept low than 

the tip of the nozzle then part of pressure head is lost in lifting the petrol up to the tip of nozzle. Generally it is kept at 

5mrn from the level of petrol in the float chamber. The level of the fuel is kept constant with the help of float and 

needle valve. The needle valve closes the inlet supply from main tank if the level rises above the required level. If the 

level of fuel decreases then the needle valve opens the Supply. Generally the fuel level is kept 5mm below the nozzle 

tip. 

Venturi: When the mixture passes through the narrowest section its velocity increases and pressure falls below the 

atmospheric. As it passes through the divergent section, pressure increases again. 

Throttle valve: It controls the quantity of air and fuel mixture supplied to the engine through intake manifold and also 

the head under which the fuel flows. 

Choke: It provides an extra rich mixture during to the engine starting and in cold weather to warm up the engine. The 

choke valve is nearly closed during clod starting and warming. It creates a high vacuum near the fuel jet which causes 

flow of more fuel from the jet. 

b.  
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It consists of a no, of baffles welded inside the cylindrical body. The purpose of these baffles is to close the direct 

passage of the exhaust gases, thus the gases travel a longer path in the muffler. There are many designs of the 

baffles used in the muffler. The major drawback of these mufflers is its low efficiency. Due to the restricted flow of 

gases, back pressure increases causing the loss of engine horse power. 

V.  

a. SU Electrical pump 

 

The SU fuel pump is an impulse type of pump, That is, when power is supplied to the pump, current flows through the 

points and the solenoid coil. The energized coil acts on the iron disk attached to the diaphragm, pulling it and the 

diaphragm toward the coil. This movement of the diaphragm develops a vacuum in the pump body, which pulls fuel 

from the tank, through a check valve and into the body. The movement of the diaphragm also causes a shaft that is 

attached between it and the lower point's bridge or carrier to push the carrier up, making the carrier to 'throw over' and 

open the points Once the points open, the flow of current through the coil is interrupted, allowing the diaphragm to be 

pushed back to its original position by the volute spring, which in tum pushes the fuel in the pump body out through 

another check valve to the carburettors. Once the diaphragm reaches its original position, the points carrier “throws 

over' to the points closed position and the whole action is repeated 

b.  
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Oil bath type air cleaner: It is a heavy duty air cleaner. It is designed in a variety of shapes. It is designed to be placed 

on the top of the carburettor and to be clamped to the air horn. It consists of filter element saturated with oil. At the 

bottom there is a separate oil pan- The operation of air cleaning is carried out in 2 stages. In the first stage, the air 

strikes On the oil surface and then reverses upward into the filter element. The dust particles impinge on the oil 

surface and absorbed by it. In the second stage the partly cleaned air passes through the filter element in which the 

remaining dust particles are retained. Finally the cleaned air passes to carburettor through the passage Way. 

VI.  

a.  

 

This is also known as nozzle, atomizer or fuel valve. Its function is to inject the fuel in the cylinder in properly atomized 

form and in proper quantity. An American Bosch type fuel injector is shown in Fig. It consists of mainly two parts, i.e. 

the nozzle and the nozzle holder, the former being connected to the later by means of a screwed cap. This facilitates 

the Change Of nozzle valve whenever required. A spring-loaded spindle in the nozzle holder keeps the nozzle valve 

pressed against its seat in the nozzle body, till the fuel supplied by fuel injection pump through inlet passage exerts 

sufficient pressure so as to lift the nozzle valve against the spring force, when a spray of atomized fuel is fed into the 

Combustion chamber. Fuel spray continues till the delivery from injection pump is exhausted when the spring pressure 

again suddenly closes the nozzle valve back on its seat. -ne actual opening fuel-line pressure can he varied by 

adjusting the initial degree of spring compression. A small quantity of fuel is purposely allowed to leak between the 

nozzle valve and its guide for lubrication purpose. The fuel accumulated around the spindle in this way is drained back 

to fuel tank through the leak off connection. Adjusting screw provided at the top serves to adjust the tension in the 

spring. And hence the pressure at which the nozzle valve opens. 

b.  
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The fuel enters the filter bowl through the inlet connection. Then passes through the filter element and leaves the filter 

through the outlet orifice completely clean. In multi stage filters the fuel oil flows first through the primary filter and then 

through the secondary micro filter before continuing to fuel injection pump.  

In Coil type paper filter inserts the filter paper is wound around a tube and neighbouring layers are glued together at 

the top and bottom. Fuel flows along the V form coil axially from the bottom to top and dirt particles arc held 

accumulate in the filter pockets. 

 

Cloth type pre-filter insert is used in the first stage filtration. In cloth type fuel inserts the fuel flows radially from 

outside. The cloth is coiled round a perforated tube and the ends sealed at the top and bottom by end covers. 

VII.  

a.  

 

A pneumatic governor is shown in the figure. It consists of two main parts, the venturi unit and the diaphragm unit. The 

venturi unit is connected to the engine inlet manifold and the diaphragm unit is fitted on the fuel injection pump. The 

two units are connected by a vacuum pipe-Accelerator pedal controls the position of the butterfly valve in the venturi 

unit and hence the amount of vacuum from the inlet manifold, which is applied to the diaphragm via the vacuum pipe. 

As the diaphragm is connected to the fuel pump control rack, the rack is operated left or right depending upon the 

amount of vacuum applied. Thus the position of the accelerator pedal determines the position of the pump control rack 

and hence the amount of fuel injected. Idling spring adjustment is also provided by means Of a separate spring and 

lever; the spring tension can be adjusted with an adjusting nut provided as shown, thus this is an all speed type of 

governor. 

b.  
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The fuel feed or transfer or lift pump lifts adequate quantity of fuel from the fuel tank and supplies the same to the fuel 

injection pump. The fuel is supplied at about 1 bar pressure via the fuel filters. Camshaft operated gear pump, plunger 

pump, diaphragm pump, vane pump and hand priming depending on the type of fuel system. The single acting fuel 

feed pump is shown in fig. In this a revolving cam or eccentric presses the plunger of the feed pump downwards by 

means of the roller tappet and pressure spindle. A portion of the fuel present in the suction chamber is delivered 

through the pressure valve to the pressure chamber. Now the plunger spring gets compressed. As soon as the 

eccentric cam has passes its maximum stroke, plunger, pressure spindle and roller tappet move upward due to the 

pressure exerted by the plunger spring. A portion (quantity) delivered per stroke of the fuel present in the pressure 

chamber is thereby delivered to the injection pump through the filter During tills period, fuel is also sucked from the 

fuel tank into tile suction chamber through tile preliminary filter and the suction valve. 

VIII.  

a.  

 
In the pressure feed lubrication system. Shown in Figure. An oil pump is used to lubricate all parts of the engine. 

Drilled passages are used to lubricate connecting rod bearings. The cylinder walls, piston and piston rings are 

lubricated by the sprays thrown from the crankshaft and connecting rod. Full pressure system is used for engines 

which are exposed in high engine loads. Since the bearings are machined to a very close tolerance and are likely to 

be damaged if any foreign materials are allowed to enter the lubrication line, a strainer is always used in Oil circuit. A 

gear type pump or rotor type pump submerged in the oil and driven by the camshaft draws Oil from the sump through 

a strainer to prevent foreign material from entering the system. A pressure relief valve is also used to avoid very high 

pressure built tip in case of filter clogging or if the Oil is very cold or sluggish 

b.  
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As Shown in Figure, it consists of metallic bellows filled with acetone liquid a valve and its seat. The unit is suspended 

in the hose and mounted at the outlet of the engine. At start the temperature of the cooling water is low and the 

pressure of acetone inside the bellows is also reduced thereby retaining the valve on its seat and closing the 

circulation of water through the radiator. Under this position the water flows back to the pump through by-pass only. 

When the engine after start is warming up and temperature reaches to predetermined valve then the liquid inside the 

bellows is converted into vapour thereby exerting a pressure and opening the valve as shown in Fig. Under this 

position the flow of water through the radiator. Any variation in the temperature is automatically and close of the valve. 

IX.  

a.  

 

The system consists of a water pump provided between the lower tank of the radiator and the water inlet of the engine 

body. The water pump driven by the engine crankshaft by means of a belt. The water is circulated with the pump force 

and thereby obtaining a rapid cooling. At the starting time the engine does not need cooling until the temperature 

exceeds the working range of the engine. Therefore in modern engines the cooling system consists of a by- pass, 

through which water circulates in the water jackets without entering the radiator at the time of starting and below 

operating temperature. The system also consists of a thermostat, which is opened automatically by means of high 

temperature whenever engine desires cooling. Thus a Rigid control over the cooling temperature can be obtained 

under this system. 

b. Working of Gear pump:  

A gear pump consists of two identical intermeshing spur gears housed in a casing. Rotation of these gears open and 

close the suction and delivery ports. The lubricating oil entering the pump is entrapped in the clearance between 

mating gears and is subjected to compression during rotation of gears in opposite direction. One of these gears is 

mounted on a stub shaft and is driven only whereas the other gear is the driving gear, itself being driven directly by the 

cam shaft through the same gear which drives the distributor shaft. oil is carried around between the teeth of pinions 

and the easing up to delivery port Meshing of two gears serves both to transmit the drive and to maintain seal 

between the pressure and suction sides 
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